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AP/CSP PT-video-&-essay-prompts checklist

Video checklist

You prepared (and applied) a video script.

The video covers the two scenarios needed
for prompt (3d) [highly-recommended]

Video has appropriate pauses for the viewer
to understand what is happening.

You viewed the video and it is clear and is
an excellent presentation of your work.

The video doesn’t have any distinguishing
information about you.

The video doesn’t include voice narration.

Were you planning to add captions?

The video is less than 1 minute in length.

The file size is less than 30MB.

The file format is mp4, wmv, avi, or mov.

Essay’s General checklist

You have proof-read and spell-checked
everything.

Your sentences are short and straight to
the point.

Each paragraph has a single idea and all
its sentences are coherent.

You pasted screen-shots for all the
prompts that ask for code segments.

You used code.org text mode, not blocks.

Screenshots are clear and their text is
easily read.

Screenshots included line numbers and
line numbers were used in the explanation
where it made sense to do so.

Prompts 3a - Purpose & Functionality

The purpose is identified correctly and is
different from the functionality. (it explains
why someone would want to use it.)

The video shows everything written in
prompts (3a-ii) and (3a-iii) (since these
prompts are related to the video, not the
whole program.

The total count of words in (3a) is less
than 150 words.

You graded your answers against row-1 in
the rubric and got the 1 point.



Prompts 3b - Data Abstraction

Your answer is related to a single list, even if your program used multiple lists.

The list you chose is essential to the program and can’t be eliminated.

You included the code-segment that stores the data in the list in (3b-i).

You included the code-segment that utilizes the list in (3b-ii).

You wrote just the name of the variable holding the list in (3b-iii).

Answer to (3b-v) is not too general and is specific to your program needs.

The total count of words in (3b) is less than 200 words.
You graded your answers using row-2 and row-3 in the rubric and got both points.

Prompts 3c - Procedural Abstraction

The algorithm you’re discussing in (3c) is defined as a javascript function.

The function takes at least one explicit parameter (i.e. listed between the parentheses on
the first line of the function definition).

The function includes iteration and selection. (Or, calls another function that includes
them. If so, make sure the second function is also pasted in 3c-i)

The function gets called from within the program and you’ve included the call in (3c-ii).

You described in (3c-iii) what this function does in general terms.

In addition, your description in (3c-iii) included how this function contributes to the overall
functionality of the program. (This is essential for row-4 in the rubric.)

Your explanation in (3c-iv) is detailed enough for another programmer to recreate your
function just from what you explained here.

Your answers to (3c-iii) and (3c-iv) use terms that are related to the functionality of your
program.

The total count of words in (3c) is less than 200 words.

You graded your answers using row-4 and row-5 in the rubric and got both points.

Prompts 3d - Testing

You’re sure the two calls you wrote in (3d-i) result in different parts of the procedure being
executed. When they get executed, they must go to different parts of the code.

You described the two calls by either including a Javascript statement to call them, or
described the user input that causes them.

You described (in 3d-ii) the conditions (and results) tested by each call. Your description
differentiates between the two by highlighting which part of the code each call executes.

You described in (3d-iii) the result (and display) of each call.

The total count of words in (3d) is less than 200 words.

You graded your answers using row-6 in the rubric and got the point.


